CHAPTER 13
THE DIMINISHED CHORD
If there are thirteen ways of looking at a blackbird, there are at least as many ways as
looking at a diminished chord.
Diminished chords
!

•can be thought of as two stacked minor thirds

!

•are (like love,) just a half step away from a minor chord

!

•are (like love,) just a half step away from a major chord

!

•are commonly built from the seventh scale degree

!

•seem to have no root

!

•are inherently unstable in tonally functional worlds

!

•originate from minor keys but exist in major keys with special borrowing

!

•can function as a dominant chord

!

•can function as a passing chord

!

•can function as a neighbor chord

!

•are treated differently in different styles

!

•can function as a symmetrical chord

!

•can function as the basis of octatonic systems and diminished scales

TWO STACKED MINOR THIRDS
Just as in any chord, if you can sing all the different notes in a diminished chord
relatively quickly, it will greatly help you identify them and discern their various
contextual flavors. A good way to do this is just to sing a minor third up and down then
up again, stopping on the top note, pause, then sing another minor third up and down,
then finally sing all three notes.
Notice that if you use the venerable !sing-a-tune-that-begins-with-this-interval" method of
singing a minor third, you have to adjust in the middle when you pause on the second
note. In other words, after you think of your melody to go up one minor thirs, (“To
dreeeam the impossible dreeeam” . . . “What chiiiild is this”... every song every written
by Jim Morrison....) in order to go up one more minor third you have to change the key,
something that can be disorientingly reorienting.

This is because when you stack the same kind of interval one on top of the other you
are forming a symmetrical entity which will not cleanly fit any key in which the melody
makes sense. Keys are necessarily asymmetrical so you can tell where the stable
home note is, and symmetrical beasts like diminished chords (and augmented chords)
just don"t fit nicely into them. They feel itchy.
This points out both a strength and weakness of the method of identifying and
reproducing intervals through melody association. On the one hand, those melodies
are sticky, useful, and even annoying (which of course strengthens their appeal and
effectiveness.) On the other hand, they can have such a clear identity that they can
make it difficult to change your tonal framework in time to switch to the next instance of
the interval whose melodic association of choice might necessitate a key change.
Another great example of this is the difficulty sight reading major sixths can present if
you are not in a major key. Major sixths are most often found in major triads. It"s the
interval from the 5th of the triad up to the 3rd of the triad. “N - B - C” . . .”My Bonnie Lies
OVer the Ocean...” “No-body knows....the trouble I see...” are all major sixths.

But try singing any one of these tunes if the major sixth just
happens to be part of a minor triad: from the 3rd of the triad
up to the root. There will be a conflict between the key
implicit in your song and the key implicit in any of the major
key versions of the major 6th. Even more so, notice that
diminished chords also contain a major 6th as the major sixth
is the inversion of the minor third. Imagine the further
consternation at General Electric corporate headquarters if
you tried the following:
Similarly, if you are using tunes associated with the minor
thirds to get a diminished chord you will be forced to switch
keys dramatically like in the example above.
All that this shows is that diminished triads contain that kid of
tension within them -- you have a choice with a diminished
chord:
•to hear one of the notes as !wrong",
•to hear the tension as something that must be resolved or passed through,
•or to hear this new and interesting symmetrical perspective as something cool in
#
and of itself.
VOICE LEADING FROM MAJOR AND MINOR TRIADS
Besides singing stacked minor thirds, another great exercise is to think of diminished
chords as just a half-step away from a minor chord:
sing
1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 etc.... in a minor mode.
then just lower the 5 by a half step
1 - 3 - (flat 5) - 3 - 1 - 3 - (flat 5) - 3 - 1
Toggle back and forth between these two. Annoy the people sitting next to you. Make a
game of it. Pretend you are writing a Philip Glass movie score and imagine the snowbound love story...(”I realized as I was driving that I had never really known Lucinda...”) Do
anything to actively participate in your concept or understanding of this chord. Have
fun. Or else. !Having Fun Or Else" can be a much better and different kind of learning
compared to reading and forgetting, which is, in fact the !else".

You can also think of diminished chords as just a half-step away from a major chord:
sing
1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 etc.... in a major mode.
then just raise the 1 by a half step
(sharp 1) - 3 - 5 - 3 - (sharp 1) - 3 - 5 - 3 - (sharp1)
Both of these approaches to diminished chords also serve to point out that major and
minor triads are different combinations of one major and one minor third, and when you
shrink the one major third to a minor third you end up with two minor thirds, a
diminished chord.
And it"s worth mentioning again that the notation is always somewhat approximate. The
singing-numbers system is a great way to learn just as is learning traditional notation.
In fact, its best to combine as many different ways of visualizing music as possible so
that you aren"t dependent on any one, so that the music itself can come through to you
more clearly. Here is a traditional notation version of the exercise above:

Try singing through it this way, with the numbers. Now go back and sing through it with
the note names. Finally, sing it with the “mi -nor tri-ad (etc)” lyrics. Do you notice a
psychological difference? Can you, in effect, persuade yourself to hear something one
way or another just by thinking? I think the answer is a resounding yes. At least I think I
hear that answer . . .
______________________
AN ASIDE ABOUT ANALYTICAL PERCEPTION
Think of all the ways we interpret sound. Our thought process actually filters what we
perceive. If you play two notes close together on the piano, for instance a whole step,
merely by focusing your thought on one of the two notes it will suddenly seem louder. If
you shift your mental focus to the other one, then that one will seem louder. Try this.

Try shifting your attention from one of these two pitches to the other. Can you hear the
volume change?
It"s very much like staring at one of those diagrams of a cube that seems to go either
into or out of its two-dimensional page (this drawing is called a necker cube). The
illustration has no real depth cues so you can imagine it either way.
This is a pretty imperfect metaphor for different ways of thinking
about sound. But still, these are great illustrations of the fact that
we actively participate in framing our perceptions far more than
we may imagine.

There are two places
where three lines meet in
the middle of this cube.
Is the top one going in
and the bottom going out
or the top one going out
and the bottom one going
in? Can you shift
between the two choices?

Another example of how our conscious mind
influences what we hear is slowed down
speech. When we hear dramatically slowed
down speech, we can hear the vowels stretched
out to the point where it"s easy to perceive
them as sound without linguistic meaning. If
you do think of vowels as just different
combinations of overtones, you can almost
block out their meaning entirely by
concentrating as much as you can on their pure
colors. When you relax back into the linguistic culture you were raised in, though, the
meaning and associations of the words come flooding back.
When comedians jokingly imitate slow
motion speech they are producing sounds
that are seemingly abstracted, yet bear
some tenuous, humorous relationship to
actual words. The sounds they make are
startlingly similar to other vocal techniques
that consciously heighten particular
overtones--techniques like throat singing and
overtone singing.

Listening analytically to music and training yourself to understand and hear the building
blocks of musical cultures is very much like this. By practicing the labeling of these
elements we are training ourselves to hear not just “A - C - Eb” and not just “minor third
- minor third” and not just “diminished chord” and not just “ah yes it reminds me of this
one Bach piece I know” . We are training ourselves to hear all of them and to be able to
toggle our perception of these sounds between all of these descriptions.
It is the difference in these approaches that can actually unify your own concept of a
musical entity like a diminished triad.
And finally, sing the same chord progression above but now with different lyrics, lyrics
that have nothing to do with the notes:

Now, with somewhat silly non-musical lyrics added, you can still hear the voice change
and it seems to comment on the words. Or the other way around. Or both.
__________________________
AND NOW BACK TO DIMINISHED CHORDS -FULLY DIMINISHED SEVENTH CHORDS ARE VERY SIMILAR TO DIMINISHED
TRIADS AND ORIGINATE FROM MINOR KEYS

A fully diminished triad is a diminished triad with one more minor third added on top.
7
!
#
5
!
#
3
!
#
1

>minor
third
>minor
third
>minor
third

Singing a fully diminished chord note by note is easy once you can sing a simple
diminished triad, because you are actually singing a sequence and our innate
preference for repeating the same thing takes over. “Up a minor third...ok...another
minor third....eek...another minor third? no problem..” Sing along with that.

Really. Sing along even though, or especially because it"s silly.
It"s actually pretty easy to sing, but the notation can be a little difficult. It can be hard to
read diminished chords at a glance because they often have two accidentals that don"t
seem to belong to the same key and because they often involve exotic animals like
double-flats and double-sharps. This is because fully diminished chords come from
harmonic minor scales, from minor keys, and all keys need that sharped 7th to get a
leading tone to stay honest and tonally functional, not like the modal, flat 7th ne"er-dowells that go off into the big city to be pop stars and never write home enough and
probably aren"t eating enough.
The sharped seventh leading tone plus the normal minor flatted sixth in fact yield the
interval of a diminished seventh, one half step narrower than a minor seventh, and there

is no key signature that has two notes a diminished
seventh away. So, the notation will look like you are in
two different keys. The above diminished chord has a
C natural and a B double-flat. Weird. But, say, C to Bb
is a minor seventh so C to B double-flat so that would
be a diminished seventh.
Sight reading diminished chords or quickly analyzing
sheet music to help you hear and understand what
diminished chords might arise can both be challenging
but there are some simple tricks that can help a lot.
The first challenge is to figure out what the bottom note
of the chord is. In order to do that, try to find an
orientation that is notated as stacked minor thirds.
So this:

Can be reordered as this:

making it an A diminished 7th
And this

Can be reordered as this.

Making it an A# diminished 7th.

Of course there are lots of
modes that have diminished
sevenths in them, especially
anything vaguely East European
or Middle Eastern because the
inversion of a diminished
seventh is an augmented
second and where would
condescending Hollywood film
composers be without the
!ethnic" augmented second?
(See Chapter 1)

Another way to quickly recognize which fully diminished seventh chord you are dealing
with is to just recognize the various diminished seventh intervals available. So if you
see this:

You think !Aha, a G-flat and an A-natural, yes, well the G-flat is a diminished seventh
above an A natural and so therefore this is an A fully diminished seventh chord.
These two principles help a lot in sight reading music. The more devices you can use to
reduce a group of many notes into any recognizable unit, whether a kind of chord, a
kind of chord progression or as any sort of common practice cadence can help you
learn, memorize, perform or just understand music more quickly.
HEARING DIMINISHED CHORDS AS ROOTLESS, UNSTABLE CHORDS
Diminished chords are both pointy and slippery. They sound quite distinctive and yet
each one can function in many different ways.
One reason they sound distinct yet slippery is that unlike major or minor triads (or halfdiminished seventh chords,) they don"t have a perfect interval anywhere. Because of
this they lack any clean, small-integer frequency ratio relationship, or, in other slightly
less pretentious words, they don"t fit into any kind of natural harmonic series and so
they will always seem dissonant or unstable in any world that values the harmonic
series as a stabilizing reference.
Sing the major triad to diminished voice leading from above, but this time stop singing
the third and ing back and forth between the 1 - 5 fifth.
1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 5 - perfect - fifth
Revel in and enjoy the perfect fifth. Remember back from Chapter 1 how meditative
and stable it is. Now repeat what you just did, raise the 1 by a half step and then dwell
on the resulting tritone from sharp 1 to 5.
(sharp 1) - 3 - 5 - 3 - (sharp 1) - 3 - 5 - 3 - (sharp 1) - 5 - (sharp 1) - 5 - tri - tone
!
!
!
!
!
!
This tritone from the bottom note of the diminished triad makes that bottom note seem
unstable and less like a root than a slippery branch on your way climbing up a tree.

Yet another way of saying all this is that diminished chords most always accompany the
point in the silent movie where the girl is tied to the railroad tracks as the locomotive
approaches. Dissonance! Minor Thirds and Tritones! How will it be resolved? Will the
Perfect Interval ride in to save the day?
Perhaps, perhaps not.
DIMINISHED CHORDS CAN FUNCTION AS A DOMINANT CHORD, BUILT ON THE
SEVENTH SCALE DEGREE
In fact, because diminished chords have no perfect fifth, it is very difficult to hear the
bottom note as a root at all. And, because the bottom note of the triad is in fact the
leading tone of the scale, we very often hear diminished chords as dominant chords.
Sing the diminished triad using numbers again, but this time, instead of using numbers
denoting which part of the triad each note is, use numbers that denote which part of a
major scale those notes can be heard as. So if this is a major scale-123456712345671
The only diminished triad you can find is 7 - 2 - 4; each interval is a minor third.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1.
A great way to hear this is to sing a major scale with numbers, going up at least two
octaves (start low in your range.) Then, gradually add accents to the middle 7 - 2 - 4.
Repeat this a few times, and each time sing the unaccented notes of the scale softer
and softer until they disappear
123456712345671
123456712345671
123456712345671
123456712345671
123456712345671
123456712345671
123456712345671

Now we have contextualized the diminished chord in yet another way -- in the
framework of a major scale. When we sing 7 2 4 we are singing a Roman Numeral vii
chord. And, remember, people often add a ° to the chord to denote that yes in fact it is
diminished: vii° (the circle is also used in Jazz notation i. e. C#°7 or G°7)
So. Now that we"ve sung it in the context of a major scale, we can focus on its
dominant function by following it with a tonic chord. To get a good feeling for its usual
dominant function, sing the following:
7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3-1-3-7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3-1
dominant#

-->#

#

tonic# #

#

dominant#

-->#

tonic

unstable#

-->#

#

resolution#

#

unstable#

-->#

resolution

This is a functional use of a diminished chord, using the word !functional" to mean
!existing in a common practice system of tonality where chords almost always have to
be placed in a context of a tonal progression from tonic to something else then back to
tonic"
To show you how strong these different contexts for diminished chords can be, try
suddenly shifting the context of one diminished chord. Try hearing it first in the context
of a major scale with tonal function, then dwell on the diminished chord for a bit, then
suddenly lower the bottom note of the diminished chord in order to form a major triad.
The major scale context:
7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3-1-3-7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3-1
Dwell on the diminished chord:
7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2-7-2-4-2Lower the bottom note:
(flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 - (flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 - (flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 - (flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 This is now a major triad. Sing the same pitches but with 1 - 3 - 5 - 3.

(flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3
!
sing the same chord--->
Yup. Major triad alright.
This new major triad is the flatted seventh degree of the old major scale, though, and
flatted seventh degrees just don"t exist in tonally functional music because on of the
necessary elements to tonal music is the half-step leading tone from 7 to 1.
This makes sense because when you treat the diminished chord as a dominant chord
you hear that function. When you treat the diminished chord as a chromatic neighbor to
a major chord, you don"t hear it functionally. And, when you switch between those two
ways of hearing the diminished chord, you perceive a dramatic change of context, a
changing of worlds.
So here is the whole progression:
7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - (flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 3
vii°#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

I, ah, function!#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

vii°!#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#

flat VII? dude!#
#
#
#
#
#
#

dude, a new key!
wait, wasn"t that a
dominant dimini-whoa. dude.

This effect of suddenly changing the very system in which chords move is especially
beloved by Schubert who was inspired by examples of this practice from Beethoven
Coupled with Schubert"s love for folk like simplicity and strophic repetition, it makes his
music kaleidoscopic. * This disorienting
CHROMATIC VOICE LEADING is when an aesthetic in turn made Schubert a favorite of
individual note of a chord moves to
such later composers as Gustav Mahler and
another note in a different chord in a
Benjamin Britten.
chromatic, unexpected way. This can
lead to strange and different tonal
centers. See Chapter 16 for a fuller
explication.

*A perfect example is from Schubert"s song Auf dem Flusse where this cadential 6/4 move

is supposed to resolve to this chord

but instead does a wacky non-functional, chromatic voice leading move to this chord instead.

which is another, deeply wrong (far away from the home key) cadential 6/4
It"s the same feeling as in our flatted seventh move above. Not just a change in key, but a
temporary dislocating change in the system of how keys are supposed to work. Listen to the
whole beginning of the song and notice how normalcy seems to suddenly slip away at that
moment. It"s a perfect illustration of what the words are about. “Life is beautiful . . .uh
oh...where am I?” Woof.
In fact, this voice leading departure from tonality is also a good description of third relations
(see chapter 17) which Schubert also loved and which are used to great effect later in this
song.

AN ASIDE ABOUT NOTATION
You might have some difficulty reading so many numbers -- they don"t look anything like
standard notation and so we are not quite used to them and, as a result it can be harder
to see larger groups of them as units. It would be impossible and silly to have people
actually read numbers instead of giving them some kind of standard notation. Reading
them in a book like this, you might tend to gloss over them without someone singing
along with you.
But singing numbers has a real benefit precisely because it is so limited. Singing
numbers can actually help you hear different things compared to singing the same
passage with standard notation. Standard notation is so !complete" that it can distract
you from things like function and melodic tendencies whereas singing numbers is so
incomplete it forces you to think of the relationship between the notes for yourself.
Consider the psychological difference between seeing this:

and seeing this
!

7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 7 - 2 - 4 - 2 - (flat 7) - 2 - 4 - 2 -

Both ways of looking at representations of music on the page are uniquely valuable.
The first one might leap off the page more if you are very comfortable reading music.
But, if you are very comfortable reading music, you should be careful that you are not
using it as a final and complete representation of everything that you hear, that you are
missing the rich possibilities of hearing notes functionally along the lines of “That 7 sure
wants to go to that 1 so -- ah...yummy-- it went to a flat 7 instead...mmmm” For many
people, singing functional numbers can put the music more in their head than the
somewhat distancing graphical representation of standard notation.
But getting back to Diminished chords with dominant function, listen to a few examples
and while you do, try to sing the leading-tone-to-tonic resolution that makes the function
so, well, dominant.
Here is probably the most famous dominant diminished chord, from the very opening of
Beethoven"s pathetic, excuse me, Pathetique Sonata.

First lets look just at the diminished chords and how they function, and then lets see
how Mr. Beethoven shapes the surrounding context to make the diminished chord
sound extra tense, extra dark, extra special super diminished.
There are two prominent diminished chords here

#

#

#

#

The first one is an F# diminished 7th chord. Remember that the lowest note of the
diminished chord is the leading tone of the key it is in. So, this chord is a dominant
chord in G -- almost certainly G-minor. This is odd, because the piece is advertised as
being in C-minor.
What Beethoven is doing is taking a simple call and response that goes
QUESTION# #
#
tonic -- > dominant?##

ANSEWR
dominant --> tonic!

and adding a secondary dominant to the question:
QUESTION
tonic -->vii°7 of the dominant --> dominant

Remember, a SECONDARY
DOMINANT is a dominant of
something other than the tonic
that temporarily points to that
other chord before the normal
chord progression continues
on its way. (See Chapter 6)

What this does is heighten the question posed as the first half of the call and response.
Listen to the beginning without that diminished chord:

This is much more ordinary, inferior, common beginning. Listen to it and listen to the
real beginning again. You can hear that without the diminished chord the piece would
go on to an ordinary answer and an ordinary phrase in an ordinary piece in an ordinary
home in the suburbs somewhere. It would not be Beethoven.
Sadly, while this destructive analysis is very useful it does not mean that just adding
diminished chords before dominant chord will make everything tremendous. Context
matters and Beethoven is very mindful of many different things that determine larger
musical contexts and how they can all work together. One thing he uses to great effect
in this piece is how he voices the chords. It"s not enough to compose by Roman
Numerals and trust that the harmonic function will take care of everything. How you
write the chords, how you space the notes, what you double and which note leads to
which other note -- all of these issues that fall under the vague heading of voicing are
terribly important to how we perceive harmonies.
First of all, the opening chord is voiced very low and doubled. This makes it sound
thick, cloudy, disturbed. Remember from Chapter 3 that chords with many notes written
very low will involve the often conflicting overtones of each of those notes which, since
they are written low will actually sound in the middle of our hearing range, as opposed
to high voiced chords whose different overtones will be so high as to not appear to
conflict. The thickness of the opening chord jibes with the diminished chord which clears
to a much thinner chord, making the questioning phrase, well, pathetic. In the 19th
century sense of that word, that is.
Secondly, look at the bass motion. There is a leap from the C-natural to the F# right at
the diminished chord. Leaping melodically tritones is always an event. Leaping a
tritone in the tyrannical bass imparts a jagged kind of energy to the chord change: “No
orrrdinary fifth motion in the bass--here thar be tritones! Arrrrr!”

Consider a version of the opening
with the diminished chord, but with
less dramatic voicings of the chords
and less dramatic bass motion:
You can tell from the rhythm and the
harmonies that the piece is the same, but
again, it is simply worse without the
supporting voicing and voice leading.
BACH CANTATA 146, 2nd movement. Wir mußen durch viel Trübsal in das Reich
Gottes eingehen
Here is a great melodic example from Bach. It"s the second movement from Cantata
146 and the words the chorus sing translate roughly to “We must through much
tribulation enter the kingdom of God.” Not very comforting perhaps, or maybe
comforting in the face of actual tribulation if it conveys that there is something
worthwhile on the other side. In any case, for the common practice, functionally tonal
composers who wanted to set music to any sort of text that involved sin, pain, the devil,
anxiety, the diminished chord provided a great opportunity both harmonically in its
instability and melodically in its possibility of tritone and diminished seventh leaps.
Listen to this piece without looking at the music. Remember that anytime you
leap melodically you are determining what the chord tones are; this is a vivid
example that when you leap, the intervals that you leap (in contrast to more
ambiguous and more melodic steps) determine the harmonies. Bach goes one level
further and seems to find every possible painful difficult to sing leap, including major and
minor sevenths down, and sometimes leaps to painful appoggiaturas, for instance
leaping from a Bb to an F#, a diminished fourth, justified by the eventual leading-tone
resolution of the F# to the G, but still, a leap full of tribulation. Without looking at the
music see if you can sense those pointy uncomfortable intervals, and, more specifically,
see if you can hear where the orchestra outlines diminished triads.
Notice also that through the first six bars the sopranos sail serenely through in a
deliberate metaphor of keeping to a calm resolute path throughout difficult trials. The
orchestration also helps, as the strings are all in unison while the choir sings its thickly
contrapuntal way through the thorny chromatic harmonies. This contrast in texture
gives an added depth to the music, making it more dimensional than any product of a
mere doubling of the chorus by the orchestra.
Now listen to it one more time, this time looking at the music. Don"t worry if you can"t
follow everything, just sing along with the orchestra and follow the bottom notes of the
score.

A FINAL NOTE ABOUT THE DOMINANT FUNCTION OF DIMINISHED CHORDS
Finally, although diminished chords can behave as dominant chords, they only provide
half the necessary equation for a strong, final, dominant to tonic resolution. They only
have the leading tone, made more pointy by the tritone in the chord, no doubt, but they
lack the 5 to 1 in the bass that makes a final cadence sound truly final. To use musictheory-speak, you can never have an authentic cadence with a vii° --> I cadence. But
never trust music-theory-speak on its own. Taste, verify, disagree, smell, listen on your
own to any of music theory"s pronouncements:
Listen to the difference between a repeated a vii° to i progression

and a repeated V - i progression:

Now sing the difference your self:

7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3-7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3-7-2-4-2-1-3-1-3vii#
#
I#
#
vii#
#
I#
#
vii#
I#
5-7-2-5-1-3-1-3-5-7-2-5-1-3-1-3-5-7-2-5-1-3-1-3V#
#
i#
#
V#
#
I#
#
V#
I
see if standard notations helps or distracts. Here it is in a Major key instead:

Can you tell that the V - I is just more heavily final than the more delicate, sinewy vii°7 I ? Imagine how sensing the close difference between the two can be used to control
the amount of sinew in a phrase, how strong one particular articulation might be....
EVERY DOMINANT SEVENTH CHORD HAS A DIMINISHED CHORD WITHIN IT
AND
A DOMINANT SEVENTH CHORD WITH A FULLY DIMINISHED CHORD ON TOP IS
THE RATHER LOVELY V7b9 CHORD
Try this exercise in your head, without resorting to musical notation or recordings of any
kind:
Sing up and down a dominant seventh chord. Then isolate the top three notes (the third,
fifth and seventh) and isolate those. If all is well with the world, you should be singing a
diminished triad.
Listen to is and check to make sure it jibes with what you were doing:

Now repeat this exercise and keep singing up the diminished triad by adding the fully
diminished seventh.
So, sing the dominant seventh chord, isolate the top three notes. Good. Diminished
chord. Now add the diminished seventh on top. It sounds quite dissonant because that
last note is now one octave plus a half-step above the root of our original dominant
seventh chord. Sing all five notes together like this:
1 - 3 - 5 - 7 - flat9 - 7 - 5 - 3 - 1

| fully diminished 7th chord |
1 - 3 - 5 - 7 - flat9 - 7 - 5 - 3 - 1
|---dominant seventh flat 9 chord---|
Or, to use standard music notation:
This is just another way of saying that the V and the vii of a key are very closely related.
They both share the pointy tritone and the weighty seventh which added together are
instigators of the dominant function.

The b9 chord is often used when you want a truly piquant sense of dominant. Not only
must the tritone resolve and the seventh resolve, but now you have an added
dissonance, the dissonance between the root and the flatted 9th above it. It is so very
to be pretty. It is extremely common in Jazz where added colors above the root are a
matter of course, and where a ii - V in a minor key already has that note that will
become the b9 right there in the mode.
Listen to the second harmony of this song Peace by Horace Silver. Listen to the very
beginning a few times.
Now, sing the bass line. Sing it again, and stop on the second note. Somewhere
above that dominant bass note is a b9. Can you hear it? If you can"t, stop for a
moment, sing the bass note again without the recording, and sing this again:
| fully diminished 7th chord |
1 - 3 - 5 - 7 - flat9 - 7 - 5 - 3 - 1
|---dominant seventh flat 9 chord---|
Does that help? It never hurts to sing these things over and over. Well, almost never.
Anyway, In classical or romantic music the fully diminished chord has just a little bit
more sturm und drang, or storm and stress than a normal dominant seventh chord.
Listen to this wandering, chromatic introduction to the slow movement of Brahms" Piano
Quintet. The chromaticism is so extreme and unsettling that the first real harmony can"t
simply be a tonic, or even a straight up dominant -- no, Johannes says, it must be a b9
dominant chord. Listen to that chords arrival. Brahms confirms its importance by
having all the instruments play it together in a chocolate-y pulsing rhythm. Ach.

THE GOSPEL DIMINISHED CHORD
There is a wonderful chord progression commonly used in Gospel music that uses a
fully diminished chord. Gospel music has a rich and complicated pedigree, combining
folk music, blues, dance music, and Church music, and from its Church music roots it
gets more of a sense of tonal function that you find in Jazz or Pop. You can hear it in
this progression, found in Yes God Is Real.
Listen to the tune (there are lots of versions of it, but oh, the one by Mahalia Jackson...)
and sing along with the bass line. Don"t look at the music below. Sing it first, without
any attempt to !analyze it".

Then, metaphorically look over your shoulder and figure out what you"ve been singing.
Here is standard musical notation with the scale degrees of the bass written below:

Now sing along with the bass line of the recording again, this time watching the
notation. Is there a difference in your perception of it? Hopefully doing it this way will at
the least help you hear music as you see notation--the next time you see a 4 -- #4° --->
5 in the bass of a piece of sheet music, you will be able to use this to hear it in your
head.
Sing through it again, and when you get to the diminished chord sing all the notes of the
diminished chord while it"s being sustained, just to convince you that it is in fact a pointy,
tritone-laden, love-inducing, minor-third-infused little old diminished chord.
In other words sing:

To absorb how interesting this one chord is, try to imagine the progression without the
diminished chord. It"s not terrible, it just doesn"t have that special 4--oooo!-->5 instead
having an ordinary, common 4-->5.
Also, notice that the chord that immediately follows the diminished chord is not a normal
V chord. In this standard Gospel progression it is a much more interesting V64 chord, in
other words a cadential 64 chord. Remember from chapter 7 that the cadential 64 chord
really really really wants to resolve to a standard dominant chord in root position. So
much so that you really hear the arrival at the cadential 64 chord as the arrival at the
dominant, even though the cadential 64 chord has all the notes of the tonic chord.
In this progression, however, the cadential 64 chord does not resolve to the standard
dominant chord. That would sound perhaps a bit too classical. Instead, it goes to the
chord built on the 6th scale degree, extending and delaying the resolution to the
dominant.

Pretty cool. A great trick to learn.
[maybe move to introduction]How can you take advantage of your ability to hear, sing
and detect the tendency of this particular diminished chord in this style of music? It
does not help you in that inserting a diminished chord will not make everything more
interesting and some things may even be better not having it. But by listening to music
you love that has diminished chords used like this, and by actively thinking about why
they are there, how they are used and what the piece would be like without them, you
can get an idea of not only what they can do but something that is much more difficult to
describe: when it is a good idea to have them do that diminished thing that they do so
well. Even better, you can begin to develop a repertoire of many common tricks and
how they shape and are shaped by different musical surroundings. And then you can
begin to use them in your own way, in musical surroundings of your own creations. If
you love these technicalities and revel in them, you can more easily write music you
love, even if you grow tired of technicalities. And even if you have no desire to write
music yourself, to appreciate that process is to appreciate how individual composers
love their music and also how fit into the generational lineage of music.
And, speaking of generational lineage, sometimes children try to rebel from their
parents only to find that they are exactly like them. Soul music, a style arising in the late
fifties and early sixties is the rebellious child of Gospel music. Often the exact same
melodies and chord progressions were used, with “Thank You Jesus” changed to
“Thank You Baby.” Because Gospel also had roots in dance music it was not a difficult
transition at all.
The Gospel diminished chord progression, going from vii°7/V to V64 (to the vii - ii - V I) is in quite a few soul songs and to hear it as the same context of this one particular
harmony is to hear a small part of the lineage between the two styles.
Listen to Aretha Franklin"s version of Maybe I"m a Fool. Sing along with the bass.
Notice that there is no real move to IV and back as there is at the beginning of
Yes God is Real, but other than that the progression is identical. Even the triple
subdivision of the meter (very common in medium tempo Gospel tunes) is very similar,
although in this case it !swings" a little !harder". Try to do the same trick of singing all the
notes of the diminished chord to really get a sense of how similar these two songs are,
and what a nice special oomph of belief and/or desire that diminished chord gives to the
progression.

[move to introduction?] Finally, notice again that we talk about diminished chords
because we can. It is much much harder to talk about timbre, soul, vocal stylings and
timing. But those things are as important. Aretha Franklin grew up singing in the
Church, and without that she simply would not be a Soul singer. These things can be
very hard to talk about with any degree of precision, and it is that very lack of the
possibility of precision that makes those parameters so important. We rhapsodize with
our friends and fellow music lovers about vocal flair, style, soulfulnes and fashion, but
textbooks don"t talk about them and general music appreciation books sound either
wishy-washy or pretentious when mentioning them. How can you categorize the vibrato
on a Hammond organ that seems to make the diminished chords shake just that little bit
more? Still, it helps to understand concretely that which we can, even if it is only a
better understanding of the foundations upon which singers like Mahalia Jackson and
Aretha Franklin build their wonderful mansions about which words can fail. It"s fun, and
where words do fail, there"s still the music. Or, as Hans Christian Andersen is reputed
to have said: “Where words fail, music speaks.”
DIMINISHED CHORDS CAN ALSO FUNCTION AS NEIGHBOR CHORDS
One way of distinguishing between Jazz and Soul is that in Jazz, diminished chords
practically never act as dominant chords, instead, motivated by the relative freedom of
the voice leading demands of the upper notes in jazz chords, they are always either
passing chords or neighbor chords.
A !Neighbor Chord" is just a term for a chord that is in a progression from one chord to
another where there is no real functional change, but some of the notes move by step
and then back again.
G to F-sharp and back to G is neighbor motion.
E to D-sharp and back to E is also neighbor motion,
If you combine those two together over a C you get a C major chord then a neighboring
diminished chord which goes back to C major.

Try singing this vertically, singing the note names.
C - E - G - E - C - E - G - E - C - D# - F# - D# - C - E - G - E
Now sing it using numbers of the scale degree.

1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 - flat 3 - flat 5 - flat 3 - 1 - natural 3 - natural 5 - 3 - 1
And try to hear it horizontally as you do so. Hear the 5 go down to the flat 5 and return.
Love the 3 going down to the flat 3 and then back up again. Live it. Love it.
There are lots of examples of neighbor diminished chords, My favorite two examples
are the opening of “If I Loved You” from Rogers and Hammerstein"s Carousel and the
very opening of Brahms" Symphony #3.
Go back and sing through the note names and the scale degree version of the neighbor
diminished chord above. Do it enough times that you feel you really have it in your
mind. Then listen to the very beginning of the Rogers and the very beginning of the
Brahms and see if you can hear them. In other words, don"t rely on the notation, rely on
your own analytical hearing. Have courage; relying on it takes practice just like anything
else.

Both of these pieces start on a tonic chord. Then the first harmony gets
compressed to a diminished chord based on the root of the tonic chord and then seems
to spring back into the !proper" shape. Both pieces take advantage of this energetic
compression and release to propel the piece forward instantly when they arrive on the
second tonic chord: the Brahms instantly begins churning away (and quickly journeys
to wonderful, distant third related harmonies.) The Rogers quickly adds a harmonic
inversion to the second tonic, providing the inversion of function talked about in Chapter
5 whereby the bass becomes melodic instead of strictly harmonic and that gives a
certain momentum to the progression as it makes us interested in what will happen next
melodically in the bass.
Now that you"ve read that rather theoretical paragraph,
listen to the two pieces again and try to think how they
would be notated before you look below at the music.
The Brahms is in F major and the Hammerstein is in C
major. So the Brahms will go F -- F°7 -- F and the
Rogers will go C -- C°7 -- C(first inversion). If you can
recognize that from hearing the pieces and hearing the
neighbor diminished function, these should not look
unfamiliar to you:

Furthermore, listen to the
Rasaahn Roland Kirk version of
“If I loved you”. It"s a tour de
force, torch version of the same
song, with the same chord
progression. Hearing the
similarity between his version
and the original Broadway style version can give you some insight into both how and
why a lot of traditional Jazz artists took Broadway show tunes as a basis for their
improvisatory journeys: the tunes are necessarily lyrical and simple, but with some kind
of clear profile or hook, which both lets the Jazz musician improvise and own the tune,
but also makes the tune recognizable. Oh, and also notice that that Rasaahn Roland
Kirk doesn"t stop the sound once to breathe; he uses a technique called circular
breathing which allows him to breathe in while playing out. The effect is barely
noticeable but once you realize what"s happening it is stunning, breathtaking, and adds
to the passion of his spilling cascade of notes.

Also, notice that almost no one !covers" Brahms Symphonies like jazz players
cover Broadway tunes. Understanding why not is an interesting way to frame the
difference in musical style, one of which values very specific and refined timbral
orchestration as inseparable from the musical structure and the other which does not.
DIMINISHED CHORDS CAN ALSO FUNCTION AS PASSING CHORDS
For composers from the heydays of American Popular Music like Gershwin and Cole
Porter, and in the Jazz music closely related to those tunes, diminished chords very
often act as passing chords. The same two upper voices can move down as in the
neighbor diminished chords, but this time they keep passing downwards chromatically
to the next note. This gives you a ii
It never hurts to check our conception of scale
chord over the seventh of that
degrees as a way reinforcing our understanding: the
chord.
seventh of that chord which is built on the second
This also again gives you a
scale degree will be the tonic. Read that again and try
diminished chord without any sort
to visualize it: the seventh of that chord which is built
of functional leading tone, making it on the second scale degree will be the tonic. So, if you
a diminished chord that cannot
have a tonic pedal, i. e. if you"re sustaining the tonic in
behave like a dominant chord. This one voice, it"s easy to have a ii7 chord, and the
last point is crucial because Jazz
passing diminished chord gets you there smoothly.

and Standard American Pop like to use tonal function vaguely and often only at cadence
points or articulations in the short forms of the songs. Passing diminished chords give
this music the ability to have colorful, tritone infused yet non dominant-functioning
chords.
One reason this passing diminished progression is so common in Jazz is that it is part
of an often used variation of one of the most commonly used chord progressions, the I vi - ii - V. (See Chapters 6 for the basics about this and Chapter 18 for a bit of
craziness.) There are many, many Jazz tunes that are essentially variations on this
progression, and the I - vi - ii - V has so much force behind it that you can essentially
substitute any chord for any one of those chords and you will still hear the basic
progression. It"s like a face with a clever hat obscuring part of it -- we still know what"s
there and understand the basic shape and function--in fact obscuring part of it can be
oh so stylish.
So I - $ - ii - V will still sound like a I - vi - ii - V even if the $ is a three-toed sloth. If it
is a passing diminished chord, so much the better, and instantly we think of the Muppets

and of the Gershwins

and of Rodgers and Hart

And of truly hundreds of Jazz tunes that are either written that way or wherever they are
just played that way in the place where a I - vi - ii - V would be welcome but perhaps
too plain. In a piece with a lot of chromatic harmony, it is possible to have many other
types of passing diminished chords, but this one between I and ii is by far the most
common.
A BRIEF 924 WORDS ABOUT THE HALF-DIMINISHED CHORD
The half-diminished triad is a close cousin to the fully diminished triad with one key
difference. Instead of stacking minor thirds ad infinitum, the half-diminished chord has a
major third on top. Another way of saying that is that the
seventh of the chord is an ordinary minor seventh and
not a diminished seventh.
This chord is
commonly
found as the ii in a minor key, so in an kind of
music with a lot of ii - Vs in minor there will be
a lot of half diminished chords.

It"s a good idea to check and recheck all
these things in your head as a way to build
lattice works of mutually supporting
technical understanding: Think about A
minor. It has no sharps or flats in its
natural minor state. So, a chord built on
it"s second scale degree, B, will have B-D,
a minor third, D-F, a minor third, and F-A, a
major third. And, B-A is a minor seventh.

Composers who revel in chromatic voice
leading also love half diminished chords.
Wagner, Mahler, and Debussy wander
through them and, more importantly actually
arrive on them. Late Romantic chromaticism
is often so extreme that to land on an actual tonic is considered far too obvious, and the
half diminished chord can make all sorts of sense, especially after Wagner"s Tristan and
Isolde, a four-hour opera with something like only three perfect authentic, 5-1 cadences
and a piece with a whole bunch of climaxes and arrivals on half-diminished chords.
Debussy, although claiming to revile Wagner was, like many of us, irresistably attracted
to that which repulsed him, and in some of his songs copies this climactic arrival on the
not-quite stable half-diminished chord.

One reason this chord appeals so much to late
Romantic composers can be seen by considering the
chord as two pairs of notes, one of them a tritone, and
one of them a perfect fifth.
For French Romantics, this would be
“Emmm, ze tritone wants to go, but,
ah, boeuf--ze fifth,well...I will have
another cigaret first....”

What"s odd about this is that the tritone is above
the root, making the root unstable, and that the
perfect fifth is between the seventh and the third,
which are much more often the notes that are less
For Wagner who really began the
stable. It"s a sort of inversion of normal seventh
Romantic obsession with halfchord function: look at a dominant seventh chord
diminished chords, it"s more like “Ach
I haff arrrived! but ach ze longing, it is from the same point of view, a perfect fifth and a
tritone. This time, though, the fifth is on the
so restless, it must go, but it wants to
bottom, in keeping with the harmonic series
stay....it cannot be fulfilled except in
building up from the root, so it sounds more stable.
death. Or the annexation of the
The tritone is between the third and the seventh,
Sudetenland. Whichever.”
which makes sense because those are the two
tendency tones, note that tend to really want to go
places -- the third as a leading tone up a half step to the next note, and the seventh as a
passing tone down a step to the next note.
What this means is that while a normal dominant
seventh is a well understood, this-way-to-the-tonicladies-and-gentle-men chord, a half-diminished
chord is filled with a rootless-but-oddly contented-tobe-in-a-constant-state-of-longing.
Here are two long-ish pieces which are very worthwhile listening two for many different
reasons. But for now, just isolate the climaxes on the half-diminished chords. In the
Wagner, it occurs at about [8” 30"]. In the Debussy it occurs at about [2"25"]. Both
pieces of music are about sexuality and the blurring of individual identities. Both pieces
are wonderful examples of composers at the height of their powers writing with a
tremendous joyful sense of craft. The Debussy climax is a deliberate copy of the
Wagner climax, even arriving on the same specific half-diminished chord as the
Wagner, although the context is so very much more French in that the added notes that
are not normally part of the triad, just don"t have the same need to go anywhere, but
both climaxes create a wonderful sense of not-quite satisfying arrival and both
composers leave very interesting stomach churning musical question marks after the
arrival on the half diminished chord.

FULLY DIMINISHED CHORDS ARE COMPLETELY SYMMETRICAL
Symmetry has a special place in music. Remember from Chapter 1 that Asymmetry
can be crucial to providing an orientation, and that asymmetry can subvert that sense of
tonal orientation. With dedication and interest, symmetry can provide an entirely
different sense of orientation, and that will be discussed in Chapter 25.
The diminished seventh chord exists in both worlds. Because it is pointy and has
tritones, it can act as an anguished dominant in search of a home. But, because it is
completely symmetrical it can do at least two other intriguing things.
First of all, since it is completely symmetrical and has four different notes, the same four
note diminished seventh chord can be respelled into four completely different dominant
diminished chords, with four different normal resolutions.

I"m not sure why, but it"s not that commonly used as a pivot, though. (For pivot
modulations see Chapter 11.) Still the effect is striking and disorienting in the best
sense of the word. Another interesting aside to this phenomenon occurs when you
make the diminished seventh chord a b9 by adding a note a major third below the
bottom note as we just did a few moments ago. Since each diminished chord is really
four different diminished chord, there are four possible b9 chords we can make. And,
each of the four new notes will, like each diminished chord be a minor third away from
the previous one, spelling out its own diminished triad a half step away. It"s pretty cool:

FULLY DIMINISHED CHORDS CAN BE SEEN AS THE BASIS OF THE OCTATONIC
OR DIMINISHED SCALE
In fact, if you take a diminished chord and add another diminished chord a half step
away you know have what is called an octatonic collection. Sounds fancy. Less fancy
Jazz players call it a diminished scale, respecting its origins.

Another way of saying this is that if you see a diminished harmony in Jazz, you can play
the notes of that chord plus each of the half-steps below that chord. This illustrates why,
as a friend of mine says, the “old guys” used to call the diminished scale the “double
diminished scale. That nomenclature is a sign that real live performers, especially those
who have to think about creating large groups of notes spontaneously, are greatly
helped by thinking in terms of different ways of creatively managing and combining
groups of notes, or, in other words, are greatly helped by . . . music theory. Though if
you told that last bit to a Jazz musician, he might sock you in the jaw, another
expression used by the !old guys."

Remember from Chapter 8 that
AVOID TONES, notes that must be
treated as problematic in Jazz, are
those notes that conflict with the
basic color of the chord by being a
half-step above the third of the triad,
or a half step above the seventh.

The principle of avoid tones in Jazz dictates that if
you are going to have two diminished chords, the
one that is a half step lower will probably be voiced
on top. Listen to the difference between these two
different ways of combining the same two
diminished chords:

In the one on the left, there are a ton of major
sevenths. In the one on the Right, there are
many, crunchier minor ninths. It"s the difference
between a half step below and a half step
above, and the difference between a smooth
sound and a more actively dissonant one, too
dissonant for standard jazz, perhaps, but just right
for our friends in the dissonant concert music boutique business.

Like all generalizations, especially generalizations in music, this is not necessarily true.
It"s possible to sneak either chord combination into either style.
Examples in actual Jazz repertoire can be difficult to hear. For the same reason that
classical composers don"t just play scales, but rather use scales, Jazz performers rarely
run up and down overt diminished scales. Rather, they play in and around them, or
sometimes the find them as artifacts of the double diminished principle. Here is an
example from BIll Evans" How my heart Sings.
Right before he goes to the bridge, he plays a G diminished chord and outlines a halfstep below each of the notes of that G diminished chord

It"s fleeting, otherworldly and suspended for just a moment as the piece transitions to a
contrasting section.
[INSERT TRANSCRIPTION]

Furthermore, in both Jazz and Modern Art Concert music, it"s actually quite rare to have
a naked diminished chord. It"s just too...naked somehow, so jazz performers and
overly serious classical composers after 1900 almost always add some notes to the
diminished chord, or in a fit of cleverness, add a diminished chord to a note in the bass
different from what one would expect.
In other words, instead of this:

It"s far more common to hear this

It"s more colorful and less embarrassingly naked. Again, referencing the Asterisk
Principle that for every rule in music there is an asterisk pointing to a wonderful creative
exception, with regard to bare diminished chords if we"re talking nudity as opposed to
nakedness, well, I think it can be negotiated.
DIMINISHED SCALES ARE ALSO SYMMETRICAL
There are only three distinct diminished chords because when you go up a minor third
you are back at the beginning again. In any group of three things, there are three
possible different combinations of two of those things, which in turn means there are
only three diminished / octatonic scales. This is an artifact of symmetrical systems
which will be examined in depth in Chapter 25: symmetrical systems are wonderfully
limiting. On the one hand they provide relief from a more complicated tonal hierarchy,
and so, when used in tonal systems or in jazz tunes, they are almost always going
somewhere, passing to another tonal center and providing a pleasantly odd sense of
suspension before they get there. (This applies to whole-tone symmetries as well like
those arising from augmented triads.)
On the other hand, you can look at these scales in many different ways -- not just as the
product of two diminished chords, but as different combinations of different elements -as outlined in Chapter 1. These synthetic scales not only can provide a delicious
tension in Jazz, but they can actually provide a tasty stability in early twentieth century
music, relief from an unending chromaticism that was developed by some late romantic
composers who kept ladling chromatic voice leading onto tonal systems until there was
nothing left but the chromaticism. After wandering through Schoenberg"s Ewartung, (a

half-hour opera of ultra-chromatic wandering in the Freudian forests) the clean
symmetries of Webern and Bartok are a relief.
LACK OF DIMINISHED CHORDS IN POP AND WORLD MUSIC
Imagining a world without diminished chords can be a great way to think about what it is
that diminished chords actually do. So then what would it mean to have music with no
diminished chords at all? It would probably by music that actively wanted to avoid clear
connotations of tonal function. And, it would probably be music that did not care
particularly about the smooth chromatic voice leading of the inner voices of chords.
Also, it would probably not care the least bit about pretentious concepts like symmetrical
chords and scales. It seems odd to describe musical styles by what they don"t contain,
but those descriptions give a pretty accurate view of most pop music, most non-Western
music, and many other oral traditions. All those kinds of music can be wonderfully
complex or beguilingly simple, but they do not contain the specific kind of chromatic
pointiness implicit in diminished chords.
In the case of standard Pop music, including any kind of diminished chord would
instantly make it sound very “art-y”. In fact the borrowed minor iv chord in major keys
that is so common to the Beatles is very similar to the passing diminished chord (think
of the scale degrees 6 ! b6 ! 5 as a voice in the chord changes IV ! iv ! I ) It"s just
a little bit sly, a little bit of English Music Hall artfulness, something that makes the
Beatles inimitable, but a straight-up diminished chord? Certainly not. Not unless you
were referencing some kind of Gospel tradition, perhaps.
And in the case of non-Western music, there are few modes that are both complicated
enough and symmetrical enough to contain a diminished chord in them. It"s hard to
imagine. Think of the sound of a diminished chord. Now think of the sound of
traditional Beijing Opera. Or West African dance music. Or South Indian Classical
music. The diminished chord just doesn"t belong there, and sounds foreign.

LISTENING FROM CHAPTER 13!!
ON DIMINISHED CHORDS! #
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AND IF YOU LIKED THOSE
PIECES YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
THESE PIECES:

Beethoven, Piano Sonata op. 13,!
Pathetique ! !
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Bach, Cantata 146!#
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Any of the Beethoven Piano Sonatas,
really. It"s worth investing in the
complete set. There are many great
recordings. Richard Goode is
particularly fine.#

#
#
#
#
#

Any of the Bach Cantatas. The more
famous ones are Wachet Auf...(#140),
the Wedding Cantata (#202), Es ist
Genug, (#60) but it is astounding how
consistently good they all are.

Schubert, Auf dem Fluße##
from Die Winterreise !
!
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Schubert wrote hundreds of songs that
sound both classical and folk-like and
are often disturbingly beautiful. Elly
Ameling is one of the best interpreters,
along with the more modern Thomas
Quastoff.

Brahms, Piano Quintet in F minor!
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Brahms reputedly burned much of his
chamber music before he died, not
thinking it worthy. This is one of the
worthiest survivors, especially if you like
German Black Forest cake. I love the
old recordings of this piece, although the
Julliard Quartet has a truly excellent one
too.

Brahms, Symphony #3 in F major!
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Brahms didn"t write any symphonies
until late middle age because he was
afraid the ghost of Beethoven would
come and beat him up. Seriously. Well,
metaphorically. He did say he was
afraid of his mentor Robert Schumann"s
proclamation that he was !the next
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Beethoven" Leonard Bernstein has a
few fabulous recordings of this.
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Mahalia Jackson is regarded as one of
the greates Gospel singers. Fiercely
and beautifully religious, she refused to
sing any secular music. There is a
famous story of her continually refusing
to work with Duke Ellington until finally
he brought her into a recording studio
and told her to just open her bible and
sing and he would play along. From
that collaboration came the famous
Come Sunday, later incorporated into
Ellington"s Black, Brown and Beige.

Maybe I"m a Fool! #
#
from Aretha Sings the Blues#
Aretha Franklin#
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To appreciate Aretha Franklin"s roots,
listen to the album Aretha Gospel,
recorded when she was only 14.
Also, listen to her later album Amazing
Grace.

Richard Rogers Carousel!
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Rodgers My Romance! !
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Carousel was both Rodgers and
Hammerstein"s personal favorite of all
the Broadway musicals they worked on.
The plot is extremely dark, and was
written in the sort of Italian Opera period
of American musical theater where
composers started experimenting with
the deaths of leading characters.
Rogers and Hammerstein wrote several
of the most famous musicals from the
40s and 50s including The Sound of
Music, the King and I and Oklahoma.
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This song is from the utterly forgettable
musical Jumbo. The lyrics are by
Lorenz Hart, Rodgers previous
collaborator with whom he wrote shows
such as Pal Joey.

trad. Yes God is Real#
Mahalia Jackson# #
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Rahsaan Roland Kirk (perf) “If I Loved You”#Rahsaan Roland Kirk is one of the
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
craziest, wonderfullest, difficult to
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
classify Jazz musicians. He regularly

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

played several saxophones at once. He
continued the tradition of playing Jazz
versions of popular tunes long after
!mainstream" Jazz folks had stopped
updating their standard lists. He was an
impromptu philosopher. Listen to the
album “Does Your House Have Lions?”

George Gershwin “I"ve Got a Crush on You”#Like most Gershwin songs, this was
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
originally from a Broadway show, in fact
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
it was used in two different ones, Strike
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
up the Band and Treasure Girl.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
Gershwin, along with Cole Porter and
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
Gershwin"s idol Irving Berlin are
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
probably the most beloved and recorded
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
of American song writers. Gershwin had
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
a bit of an undeserved inferiority
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
complex with regard to classical music
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
and constantly tried to erase the gap
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
between classical and mid-century
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
popular music.
Wagner, Prelude from Tristan und Isolde!
Debussy, La Cheveleure! !
!
!

See the accompanying notes to
Chapter 23

BIll Evans" How my heart Sings##
#
#
#
#
#
#

See the notes on Bill Evans from the
Introduction.

#
#

